Ascom DURAe.page
Product Sheet
An alarm generation and emergency response management
interface that allows response coordinators to generate alerts
and monitor the response efforts of staff in an emergency
event.
DURAe.page enables quick and efficient alert generation through the
use of customised emergency buttons that are organised into multilayered groups.
Through the use of the Emergency Monitoring Interface,
stakeholders are able to monitor the situation and the status of the
emergency response.

Key features
■ Emergency button groups
■ Fully configurable emergency
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interface
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■ Fully configurable recipient groups
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Each emergency button can be customised to meet different level of
emergencies, displaying the minimum required number of staff which
is required to attend the specific alert and the current available staff
number.
Alerts can be escalated to additional staff through the Emergency
Monitoring Interface. An escalation may be required if staff members
are available to respond to the active emergency.
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buttons

Emergency button groups
The emergency button group can group
emergency buttons together into logical
groups.
The button groups section displays all
the button groups which the logged-in
DURAsuite user is permitted to see.
Each button group contains one or
more emergency buttons and/or button
groups

Emergency button
The emergency button is used to
generate a message to all staff
responsible for responding to the
specific emergency.
An individual emergency button is
created for each type of emergency.
Multiple emergency buttons can be
activated at the same time.
All emergency buttons activated can be
seen within the Current Alarms section
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within the DURAe.page user interface.

